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INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE

I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A

BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST

Stargate Round Table

Host: MariettaRobert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Saturday:

2:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Hosts: Tara & Rama
T &R

Friday, Saturday: From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call
Line [8-9 pm MST 1-641-715-3650 pin 353 863#] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US
• BBS Phone Line:

1 – 888-429-5471

1-716-748-0144

NO PIN REQUIRED: this line is very, very clear!

B Conference Call:

1-641-715-3650

C Skype:

BBSradio2

D

This # picks up the first available line.

PIN #

353 863#

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down on LHS; click on Live Talk Radio Shows
• Scroll down to Saturday History Call with Tara and Rama, and click on “Library Archives”
• Click on those words and you will be taken to the listing of all program archives, the latest one
being at the top.
• You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
● The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/
look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
9:00 – 10:30 pm EST

Ashtar on the Road
Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & others
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 972400##
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C

Wednesdays:

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only: 1–712-432-0900
PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990 PIN 666238#

Opening Meditation:

2016-09-10

9 – 10:30 EST

7:00 – 9:00 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 605-475-5950; PIN 9467441#

Cheryl Croci
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Housekeeping:
BBS:

Rainbird

• A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
• The radio program costs $300 per week; we need $300 for this week.
SO MUCH GRATITUDE FOR KEEPING US CAUGHT UP !!!

• Go to BBSradio.com/Station2; find the listing for True History call; find the Paypal button
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS BBS ARCHIVES for either of the 2 T & R PROGRAMS,
or the Thursday night program or MariettaRobert's Stargate Round Table
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
[Please put “Attention Don” on the envelope.]
5167 Toyon Lane
[Please note inside that it's for T&R; MR]
Paradise, CA
95969
• Sending a check to BBS means all your money is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.
T & R: • Their full-time, life time commitment is to be tuned in to what is really going on behind the
artificial world we see around us. They don't ask for anything but they do require food, gas, a
home, and access to BBS Radio on order to get this information out to the world.
• This week they need money for bills and gas

Thank you, thank you, thank you!

• We can donate via the Paypal button on the homepage of 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
• Please notify them if you're sending something:

koran999@comcast.net

• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

Ram D Berkowitz
1704-B Llano St, #249
Santa Fe, NM 87505
317-773-0061

• phone contact is via MariettaRobert Pickett:
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
• THE GO FUND ME A/C Also requires more help!
https://www.gofundme.com/RamaSurgery

$10,308 of $14k

FROM ASHTAR ON THE ROAD: donate to the Santa Fe Coop so T&R can access organic, fresh food
Your donation here supports an account set up for Tara & Rama with Beneficial Farms
Community Supported Agriculture in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
These funds will be exclusively used to maintain this weekly account for a steady supply of
fresh produce to Tara and Rama. They and we are very grateful for your assistance.
Please make the donation through the A-O-T-R store. People can do multiples if they want:
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/catalog/item/2497194/10263880.htm
Fran has put a link on the Ashtar page as well.
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/tara__rama_A_A_news_reports.html
MR:

• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too
• You can also book a session with MR for a transformational clearing.

T: Any trouble hearing means an issue with the sound: it's an emergency – call 1-888-710-8061
Intro Notes

The following audio link allows you to listen to the entire program.

http://bbsradio.com/podcast/true-history-september-10-2016
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HARD NEWS
R: misses Camp Lovewave; people working to getting the program back on air
• a few zionist jews aligned with Khazarian cabal and pay their allegiance to Shinbet
and AIPACand don't like what Camp Lovewave says as they are telling the truth –
• Teran had Matt Taibbi on and when 911 was mentioned, Matt clammed up – gun at
both sides of his head like so many others
Left, Right and Centre: Katrina Vanden Heuval said Edward Snowden and Chelsea Manning are
the keys to the 911 story: 15 years later, bush and Cheney still doing what they do and no
one has gone to jail for this
• 87,000+ died on that day, still finding body parts of roof tops – not going away.
Replacement program for Camp Lovewave:
• played Vandana Shiva and Cornell West, Noam Chomsky, Howard Zinn and others –
pieces that were put together by David Barsimmeion – from Day 1, when we were stuppoed
to have the Reformation Act and Alan Greenspan was to speak on the subject: Andrea
Mitchell and Alan Greenspan worship at the feet of Ayn Rand, as does Paul Ryan
• all the players are here in the cosmic passion play, and Nibiru too: the 13 families
have been warned: Nibiru is here and it's not about extinction level events - Mother is here
to collect the children and will dissolve them back into the void to make new universes
• It's a metaphysical principle: working with an energy out of its time/space continuum –
called evil – it will take itself out as it cannot exist in a different energy – this is a story
that is larger than about matter and anti-matter
• all kinds of clips from various folks about 911, and the creation of ISIL by black ops and
unacknowledged black budget programs as Dr Greer talks about – Rama has stories that
would last for hours about how they have taken spiritual sciences and misused them:
it is the abomination of desecration and created lifeforms with no souls: The Walking Dead
is a TV show, and is what they are playing with
Dr Richard Wollfe's show [RW] : Economic Update
• Talked about Miss Hilly and Orange Hitler doing what they did: if Iranian boats come into
our waters, we'll shoot them out of the water
• he told the story about the Medici bankers, capitalism vs fascism and the concept of how
we were taken out of the arena of boring banking and which kept Glass Steagall and good
things in place; as a result, we have Citizens United and Kim Jong Un
• R still hasn't found out if it was a real nuclear detonation - way stronger than the last
one of 5 explosions
• China is not doing its part: has not come down on N Korea & they can – they are right
across the peninusula; lots of people have left N Korea to China seeking asylum
• Ben Fulford is Ben Fulford yet Dodi, Di and others have said: the galactics have this in the bag;

NO NUKES!
• They are playing with technology that is the equivalent of explosive materials that are
equal to nuclear – will be shut down – doesn't know when
• They are pushing the river and will also be shut down – just don't know when
• Dr Keshe introduced the International Council which is to replace the UN – when that happens
the energy is available to raise it for everybody
RW: the conditions we are in right now: as we work for the man, we are wage slaves!
Camp Lovewave: There is a suit being orchestrated by Camp Lovewave and legal counsel – the
public access radio station violated their own first amendment, free speech: what's up?
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• Camp L has always honoured the Palestinian people – these people are the issue at hand

as they are not being recognized as a nation and as less than human - like Native
Americans in the US – there is a parallel

David Barsimmeon's radio show: Dave Zirin of Nation Magazine as guest
• black lives matter; Palestinian lives matter; all about Ferguson
• did R find out about George Zoros owning Black Lives Matter? Hillary is
connected at the hip with him and he's funding her
RW: the market went down 395 pts on Friday; – not being discussed – are we watching the crash
of the 2016? Are the 13 families trying to get their affairs in orders before the Hammer of
Thor hits the ground
T: this is why they are pushing the pipeline too; Ben Fulford did say the drug supplies, the oil
supply being cut off
• Gas is really getting cheap in their area 42.06 – 2.09, bit higher in Albuqueque
T: Venezuela, Brazil: people are starving to death; Dilma, former president, was kicked out by a
coup d'etat and US criminals were involved in doing this
RW: justice needs to be done, and not wild west justice though that is being pushed
Dave Ziron – Nixon who created fake war on drugs and Reagan pushing it ; Nancy Reagan saying
just saying no; police being turned into SS and are not human any more
T: did he ask about Hillary's bid for president being in jeopardy?
• the ones behind the scenes [Clinton Handlers] are using her ill health to take her down,
or have her killed so it looks like Trump did it
• has to do with the secret operations going on around the planet: so many layers - how
deep the story goes is not what people are aware of
T: Trump has had his own plane and talking from that because they think it is safe – Hillary doing
the same – think they are insulating themselves from the public as they know they are not
popular
Left, Right and Centre: Katrina vanden Heuval: Obama getting ready to pardon Edward
Snowdon; how about Chelsea Manning, Mumia Abu Jamal, Leonard Pelletier and all the
unnamed ones who have done nothing except be black, etc ?
Amy Goodman: a recent story was about a guy following the Grateful Dead had a bit of
acid – was put in jail FOR LIFE!!! This happened in the last month – he did nothing
- he is black! At some festival - in the last month • NESARA: all will be let out except the really hard criminals – healing centres will be built
and new technologies – starting with 6,000 of 60,000
• Since HRC is supported by Evelyn de Rothschild and Bush Clinton Rockefeller crime family and

as they give up using the clone of HRC, they will have a plan in mind for someone else to
take over, and it won't be Trump
• and Bernie has not conceded: as Hillary is rounded up, it is handed to Bernie who
hands it to Michelle
• and there is the story that Barack gets a 3rd term because these ones were treasonous for
the two terms
• Nicholas Rothschild refused to take up Evelyn's offer to come to a $10 M /plate dinner for
Hillary
• Nicholas and super model girlfirend have separated from the R family and want to do
he is trying to escape his own fate - enshallah! God willing! The forces of Light will
happen in all situations

T: the next thing from Fulford: saying that the US military are backing Trump:
R: that's an outright lie – twisiting the story then says that the
bankruptcy of the
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US corp /gov't is in everyone's face
• maybe the falling of 6000 points could happen at end of Sept which is the 4 th quarter of
the last fiscal year; Oct 1 is beginning of 2017 – would like to pull off a distracting event
T: There were a whole bunch of flags behind Obama in China – without fringes: MEANING
HE WAS SPEAKING INSIDE NESARA LAW – listen up
• the ceasefire begins in Syria at the end of Monday night for 7 days – if that happens, it
allows immediately for all blockaded areas to be opened for humanitarian aid to get
in: food, and water etc etc etc
• After the 7 days – this is what happened in China, Putin and Obama had a private chat
and agreed to share intelligence and targeting data so they could target certain groups –
mentioned was Al Quaida which is US, israeli Black Ops, Al Noosra front – McCain's buddies
• the best hope after 600,000 dead and 5 years of war
• there is power in applying a higher force of love to situations!
• Baslket of Deplorables: Racism, xenophobism, sexism, etc etc etc
Dave Ziren: talked about black athletes who are wage slaves for teams where they play in
gladiator games!
• bringing up the negative tribal, animalistic side of humanity; has to do with the
frequencies they play with to shut down people's 3rd eye so they don't wake up to the
beauty of themselves
• Trump's childhood home for sale in Jamaica Queens, NYC: $849,000 on the auction block – was

orginally listed for $1.5 million

• it is the 869th birthday of the founding of Moscow, Russia and not one story about it – only

thing is the Daily Mail in the UK talking about the attempted assassination of Putin
• The Andromedans are working directly with him – she smells a rat: there are agencies
inside agencies inside agencies all around the world –
• the architect to the oracle in “The Matrix” said this is not over just because Neo ascended; he
said “It's our turn now” - so now we get our golden era of sat yuga, right now!
T: Gov Scott, an archon, has authorized aerial spraying for zica virus – is now creating alzhimers
in adults – calcifying the brains; in Miami Beach, spraying a poison banned in Europe since
2012, also in Costa Rica – the poison is worse than the condition [Nalin]
• Spraying it in the morning: mothers and children are waiting 3 hours before going out.
• And agencies are saying “it's just fine!” Corexit used in the gulf is banned all over
the world except in US!!
• The power of moving into the higher vibrations is the way for us to
THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER: this racist Francis Scott Keys said this does not include slaves:

they do not belong here! See The Star Spangled Banner, V 3

The Star-Spangled Banner

This poem is in the public domain.

Francis Scott Key, 1779 - 1843
O say, can you see, by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars through the perilous fight,
O’er the ramparts we watched were so gallantly streaming;
And the rocket’s red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there;
O say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free, and the home of the brave?
2016-09-10
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On the shore dimly seen through the mists of the deep,
Where the foe’s haughty host in dread silence reposes,
What is that which the breeze, o’er the towering steep,
As it fitfully blows, now conceals, now discloses?
Now it catches the gleam of the morning’s first beam,
In full glory reflected now shines on the stream;
‘Tis the star-spangled banner; O long may it wave
O’er the land of the free, and the home of the brave!
And where is that band who so vauntingly swore
That the havoc of war and the battle’s confusion
A home and a country should leave us no more?
Their blood has washed out their foul footsteps’ pollution.
No refuge could save the hireling and slave
From the terror of flight and the gloom of the grave;
And the star-spangled banner in triumph doth wave
O’er the land of the free, and the home of the brave!
O! thus be it ever, when freemen shall stand
Between their loved homes and the war’s desolation!
Blest with victory and peace, may the heav’n-rescued land,
Praise the power that hath made and preserved us a nation.
Then conquer we must, for our cause it is just.
And this be our motto— “In God is our trust; "
And the star-spangled banner in triumph shall wave
O’er the land of the free, and the home of the brave.

Ed Schultz show: Mike Papantonio as guest
• Hillary facing trust issues & has the repubs in congress still looking for the e-mail controversies –
talking about Friday, Sept 2nd – Ryan was saying that as they choose the Friday before
Labour Day, he was mystified why they chose that day to put everything out there: makes
them look like opportunists!!
- based on the FBIs process!
• the republicans are seeking another investigation, focussing on an obstruction of justice

and what her staff did as
• Pap said we are seeing much material coming out; Jeff Stein of VOX did a great article
about the blackberries she used while Sec of State – 3 out of 5 were missing, 2 were
destroyed with a hammer; one thumbdrive was missing – archives of all e-mail
correspondence; one laptop
• FBI has no business protecting Hillary – they are supposed to be independent and truth
seekers – doing this on a friday is usually about covering things up
Ed: why did the FBI do this on a Friday? The Friday afternoon Doc Dump and before Labour Day?
Mike: the numbers he gave Ed are showing up all over the media – if the FBI are covering
anything up, the FBI is doing more harm to her campaign - it does not help Hillary!
• Numbers are low because people do not trust her
Ed: asks if obstruction of justice is hard to prove? Democrats saying it's just another witch hunt!
Rachel Maddow's intro: Fareed Zakaria said to Putin that he called Trump brilliant! What in the

Donald led you to that judgement: do you still hold that judgement? [Fareed works for
NBC]
• Putin to Fareed Zakaria – you are well known and you juggle what I am saying – I said
he was bright, not anything else –
• the whole thing about Putin praising Trump is turning the republicans into pretzels –
Brilliant in the sense of shiny – as a bright light, bright colours, not as a bright person – if
Putin wanted to call Trump brilliant as “genius” would have used another word, which she
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spells on the board!
Rachel lays out their source of info: Alex Jones who pushes conspiracy theories
• All the events Rachel listed are US BLACK OPS

911 – an inside job by Bush/Clinton/Rockefeller Mafiosa + Shinbet + Mossaud [Israel] +
MI 5, MI 6 [England]+ the Vatican + Saudis
Oklahoma City bombing: Same operatives as above, having to do with Hillary
happened because there was a need to cover up the CIA records detailing HRC's call to the
ATF [alcohol, tobacco, firearms] people to go into Waco, TX and murder whole families –
David Karesh did murder 4 FBI men who were after him for tax evasion; however,
murdering 86 children, women, teenagers to get your point across is ruthless.
She orchestrated this event and, catching one of them means you catch all of them and no
one wanted that to happen.
Challenger: there was intervention; the Challenger space craft tried to take a sample of
the 200' angel by sticking a device out of the shuttle to take the sample; the angel sent the
Violet Flame into the shuttle as it carried star wars technology that was going to be used to
take out Iraq, Iran with nukes
Aurora theatre: the Black Op cop dressed in black killed the children; the young man was
drugged so badly his memory was 100% gone 6 weeks before this happened; the CIA
bugged his apartment, using his credit card as he was essentially a vegetable; he was a
PhD student in neurosurgery; his father was part of the CIA who did not want to go along
with something: is, an internal fight in FBI and the kid was used as a pawn
Sandy Hook shootings: done by Black Ops – the kid and his mother murdered by the
Black Ops at their house; the Black Ops killed the school kids then put it out that the young
man killed himself after he killed the kids; used two cars that looked the same to get there
and make a getaway
Boston Bombing: done by Navy Seal team 3, all of whom were killed later too; the
backpacks that the brothers had were exchanged – which was not shown; only showed the
brothers setting the backpacks down but not the exchange process; mind control going on
there too
T: They wanted to get a lot of things done while Obama was in office so they could lay this
all on him
Rachel continues: this is an election year where the Republican party is running a candidate who
is so self centred & narcissistic that a flippant comment by a foreign leader that Trump
was taken in
T: Trump is more conniving than that: he will use anything to advance his personal agenda
Rachel: suggests that a fake note from the North Korean president complimenting Trump on his
hair or his suits, wait 5 minutes and asks Trump if North Korea should give the US a steak
dinner!!!!
T: Katrina Vanden Heuval – will read later the article about HRC's e-mails & the hacking being
done by Russia to sabatoge her – the last thing that is going on, says Tara. She's made her
own bed!
Audio: Going Underground

2016-08-15

Graham Hancock’s academic censorship, forced labor & the Chilcot witness (E380)

https://www.rt.com/shows/going-underground/355968-chilcot-witness-taxpayers-uk/
Afshin Rattansi goes underground on mainstream academics shutting down dissent; UK charities cashing
in on forced labor; and a war that Clinton supports and Trump is against. Plus, a company that sponsors
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the Paralympic Games also decides if UK taxpayers are disabled enough to receive benefits.

Audio: Going Underground – 2016-09-05

Bianca Jagger was interviewed.

Prime Minister May, Angela ‘Darth Vader’ eagle & real reason for Iraq (E367)

https://www.rt.com/shows/going-underground/350892-iraq-invasion-cholcot-report/
Afshin Rattansi goes underground on Iraq and the week’s news. Why hasn’t the shock and awe of the
Chilcot report swayed Bianca Jagger? We speak to human rights advocate and the founder and president
of the Bianca Jagger Human Rights Foundation about the real reason we invaded Iraq. Plus, former MP
and broadcaster Lembit Opik looks at the week’s news, from Angela ‘Vader’ Eagle’s Labour leadership
challenge to what has happened in the news since the release of Chilcot.

Audio: Going Underground

2016-09-10

Snowden, WikiLeaks & 15yrs since 9/11

https://www.rt.com/shows/going-underground/358893-snowden-wikileaks-cia-nato/
We talk to WikiLeaks’ Sarah Harrison who took fugitive NSA Whistleblower Edward Snowden to Moscow,
CIA whistle-blower John Kiriakou on the legacy of NATO’s mass slaughter, torture, and population
displacement in the wake of 9/11, and a former police superintendent about what he thinks of our bobbies
on the beat packing heat.

Audio: On Contact - Chris Hedges 2016-09-11

Cost of austerity with Mark Blyth

On this week’s episode of On Contact, Chris Hedges sits down with economist Mark Blyth to
discuss the detrimental ramifications of austerity programs following the 2008 financial crisis.
Professor Blyth, author of Austerity: The History of a Dangerous Idea, addresses the political
effects of the spending cuts and considers why the elites will not take responsibility for the
fallout, while RT Correspondent Anya Parampil examines the impact austerity measures have
had on America’s working class and poor since 2008.

Sunday, Sept 11 – breaking news: arrest warrant issued for Amy Goodman in North
Dakota for with criminal trespassing, a misdemeanour offence
MUSIC:
The song of Chief Seattle – most beautiful interpretation ever heard
every part of this earth is sacred to my people
ASTROLOGY

RICHARD [RI]

This coming week:
• Moon into Capricorn this morning
• Mon: moon goes into Aquarius
• Wed - into Pisces
• Sat - into Aries
Friday: Barack stopped the pipeline
Today: Saturn square Neptune at 9 am @ 11 * - today, they put out an arrest warrant for
Amy Goodman: they are pissed! Of course, the dark ones don't want to be seen !
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Sunday: Venus in Libra square Pluto:
key degree is 15*
• later in the day, the moon will conjunct Pluto too! Lots of people doing remembrances and
with the moon, emotional material comes up – will be an emotional week.
Monday: Mercury square Mars and Mercury is still retrograde: Virgo and Sag – will kick up a lot
of criticism! Started 5 days ago when they were 6* apart – exact on Monday - will keep
things very active!
• Time will fly between now and the election !
• Libra is beauty, justice, balance; Mars wants to express itself and go forward –
• the mercury retrograde brings doubts
• Also the sun will conjunct Mercury Retrograde at 21* Virgo
Tuesday: Sun square Mars – 21*
Friday: eclipse, full moon at 25* Pisces
The Pele Report
http://newparadigmastrology.com/september-7-2016-pele-report-astrology-forecast/

https://youtu.be/Bg_ms_Nz3yU
click here to download/listen to the Pele Report mp3
Having seen and felt what is wrong with me,
And done all I can to improve,
I now re-emerge onto the stage of Life,
To engage in the dance with you!

Oh Boy! Hang in there for one more wild weekend! We're almost through the eye of the needle
(and a sharp needle it has been)! It's like getting stitched up when the anesthetic has worn off....
ouch! This eclipse season, happening in Virgo with a Mercury retrograde squaring Mars/Saturn in
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Sag has been, and is, a deep soul searching time that has stirred up the crap for so many of us.
Within all that, and hopefully, out of all that, there is new awareness, direction, and impetus to
make BIG changes in so many different aspects of our lives.
Look to what house Virgo (and now Libra) fall in your chart to see where your opportunities for
expansion, relationship, and change are happening. After the Equinox (Sept 21) we will step into a
new vibrational wave much lighter and easier than where we have been this year, and we may
start to feel that coming now. So make those final changes, commitments, and close those doors
as the train is about to leave the station. All Aboard! Woo Hoo!
RI: 21 – 25* is what he's going to look at, relative to the lunar eclipse
• Sunday through Monday – Friday is 21 – 25* Virgo; then it's 21- 15*
Virgo: about getting an education
21* physical training to inculcate the feeling of being in a collective culture
22* certification of aristocratic status in whatever way they see it – a leadership thing – find
our inner nobility
23* the need to tame one's vital energies in order to fulfill one's destiny: don't go flying off
the handle!
24* the need to keep a vibrant and pure simplicity as the core of one's being as one meets
the many tests of existence - this is the sun on Thursday
25* - the social acknowledgement of a job well done as long as it is carried out in reference
to the need of the collectivity
Pisces: last half is perpetuation, the final scene: the emotional cultural zone of any of the
scenes
21* growth in consciousness in the wonders of unsophisticated living
perhaps a presentiment of the Mother feeling
22* the need to bring down to the level of everyday existence the clear realizations made
manifest in a great “peak experience” - bring that experience into every day life
23* the ability to give on one's own vital energy to substantiate one's conscious ideals or
unconscious desires- should bring lots of materials out of the unconscious
24* the need to accept consciously one's own personal limitations in order to energies and
to live a centered and fulfilled life – this is the degree before the full moon: accept
personal limitations, then concentrate energies to live a centred and fuilfilled life
25* the power of the soul to intervene in the personal life and induce catharthsis
Finding and being sure what your mission is while you are incarnated: your soul
dharma – why you showed up!
This is exactly what we're looking at!!
• RI still gets tripped up when he hears outright lies or something said that is not for the

good of the whole - part of the discussion about remaining balanced in the face of
the current energies and situations.

Reading: Planet Alert – Mahala – who says that staying balanced is the challenge!!!!
2016-09-05 Planet Alert September 2016
[SEE BELOW]
CONFERENCE CALL
• The Olmecs were very large beings with high foreheads, 4-5 ' tall
• the statues on Easter Island are the heads of those beings
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• P brings up the CBC mini Series called The Book of Negroes, based on written material

by Laurence Hill, a Canadian - http://www.cbc.ca/bookofnegroes/episodes/
• In answer to T's question: the likelihood is that the idea behind this story is that
the slaves came from Africa to America; the true history is that only black people
inhabited the North American continent and they were taken back to Europe.
• Read Horace Butler's When Rocks Cry Out which was read on earlier programs:
the Aztecs are f rom Mali, Africa and were as black as coal. The red colour of skin
came from the inhabitants of Mars.
• The Land of Pan refers to the fact that there was only one island on earth – a very
large one- and we were all indigo violet colour; can still see that violet tinge in those
with very dark skin.
• The sun has to do with the melanin: at one time, the temperature was 70*, no
need for clothes, and everyone was deeply melanated: almost blue black colour.
• The equator is a bit north of centre/Africa – which did not exist then as a separate
location
• Not one person was white – we were all deeply melanated: the change to white was a
game /enterprize of the reptilian ones
• When T and family went to Central America, they went to the church of the Black Christ –
all the icons, statuary, etc was black – quite a wake-up call!!!
• Choosing / creating white skin was related to not wanting to feel, have emotions – deeply

melanated people have deep feelings and can express those feelings, as is attested by the
music they sing and create – the reptilians removed their 12th strand of DNA so they would
not feel & could carry out their dark intentions with ease.
• T, Micah and Robert in Cancun: the people were Santoreas: via a fire ceremony, could
invoke the goddess/ all that is and create complete healings. Rama's mother was involved
with Santoreas in Cuba
• The news about Amy Goodman went viral in seconds – even the main stream media covered it –
the story about her being charged with a misdemeanour simply for reporting events from
Standing Rock
R: brings up photo of Trump holding a 13 year old girl; received from someone else

Mr. Jameson Neat @MrJamesonNeat
Just a reminder Donald Trump's upcoming case for raping a 13 year old aspiring model is
scheduled for October 14th.
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Likes 17,504

1:53 PM - 5 Sep 2016
San Francisco, CA
27,008 retweets 17,504 likes
Pasted from <https://twitter.com/MrJamesonNeat/status/772900563461693440>
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• Julian Assange confirms that Sanders and wife were threatened within an inch of their

lives by the Clinton campaign

• this story is about the power of the feminine: we have to hang in: radical change is close, and T
says she can feel it
• Barack got asked a question by a student when he was in Asia about Standing Rock, and the

treaties and laws that are part of the story. T talked about the use of “imminent domain”
by certain departments to get what they wanted
• Question about misdemeanors and their not being so bad:

she reads the definition of “High crimes and misdemeanors” from Article 2, Section 4 of the
constitution: by the definition, misdemeanors are almost treason!
• Amy Good man was charged with a misdemeanour; Cody who lives on the reservation

was hit with a Class and a Class B – ended up in jail at one point as he lives there. Amy left
and the charge only applies [is this the correct term?] as she returns.
• the use of “imminent domain” is illegal in this situation though it is being used by the

corporations it is intended for public service facilities like schools, roads, hospitals – a
private corporation can now use it!
• Jill Stein and her vice Pres were caught on video spray painting a piece of equipment with “I
approve this message”. She will address the charges via her lawyer. Interestingly – she has been
charged but NOT the corporation for destroying sacred sites, a burial ground & the Missouri River!!!
Reading: 2019-09-10 North Dakota issues arrest warrant for Democracy Now’s Amy
Goodman
[SEE BELOW]
Juan Gonzalez and Nareem Schaeffer work with Amy, and can pick up the slack when she is absent

T: talks about the crime of destroying the planet, and that HRC and Trump are part of it
• And when something is really dire, people shut down and go into denial
• HRC is way more devious thatn Trump and there are a lot of media people who have
threatened
• Trevor Noah and Steve Colbert do good jobs and some newspaper people
• Read something about Julian to be killed on TV [this could be a reference to someone on

TV saying something about Assange should be killed . . . ]
• This brings up Sybel Edmonds and how John Ashcroft, then federal AG, pulled out an 18th

century law and charged her with espionage to shut her up.
• She's now in Turkey & Erdowan in Turkey wants to kill the Kurds living there – and
HRC is helping behind the scenes.

• What's going on now started in earnest in 1949
• NESARA's other name is the 2nd Declaration of Independence
• The Moors were here long before the native Americans, and the Mohawks are prt of the

extended family of the Iroquois – the Cherokee [are part of the Iroquois ASK]

• It's a tortured world when intentionally our natures are reduced to less than that of

animals.
• Barack backed Amy and Cody, and one day later the order was given by him to cease and desist.
• The super racist KKK have a lot of influence in North, South Dakota: being a Native American in
that part of the world is a living hell.
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• The movie about Leonard Pelletier is due to come out
• The Templars have a key role in this story
• Mary Magdalene created the Knights Templar Oath
• Jesus was a major renegade with a big mouth, and Amy did the same thing as did the

Elder Chief Archambault who is a very spiritual being
• They talked of Vishnu as the great preserver and protector, who goes before
women to protect them – and the teaching of love thy neighbour is gone!
• The NESARA story goes back to the 1800s – and there is a direct line from the Spanish
Inquisition to Nazism in terms of the treatment of people, especially those who don't
believe as those in power do.
• NESARA; those who escaped went to California and went underground there: kept
themselves out of sight
• Otto Skorzeny, the aide to Hitler, died in 1999 and gave his box of notes and
memorabilia to the daugher's girl friend who was a journalist.
• The material is connected to the Protocols of the Elders of Zion and Bush Jr
• 1452 – Doctrine of Discovery from Vatican – gave representatives of the Vatican
the authority to kill anyone who did not convert to their form of christianity
• 1478 Spanish Inquisition
• 1492 – those discovered in North America were beautiful black people who were

taken to Europe and from there to Africa
• The native Americans present in NA were actually Moabites
• The effort has been to completely abort the idea of our being galactics
• The Force Awakens: the new movie can now be seen on TV
• George Lucas' idea for this movie was Princess Leah through Jamie Sands

Jamie was the creator and designer of the Medicine Cards
• There are to be at least 2 more movies after this one
• the 13 Families are now killing each other - $300 million is the price on Trump's head

Reading: completion of Mahala's article Planet Alert September 2016
[SEE BELOW]
• In 1987 – Harmonic Convergence – we moved into 4D; 3D and 4D are the realms
where wars & violence exists and we will soon be out of it
Reading: 2016-09

HUGE NEWS from FBI Insiders!!

[SEE BELOW]

Reading: 2016-09-03 Clinton Body Count Rises: JFK Jr.’s Death Just Linked To Hillary
Clintons Political Start
[SEE BELOW]
Reading: 2016-09-11

[SEE BELOW]

It’s Official: European Scientific Journal Concludes 9/11 was a Controlled Demolition
BBS RADIO
MUSIC – some really great stuff!
Reading: completion of Mahala's presentation
• as we are out of 4D wars will cease!
• And it could be during the last 2 weeks of September – per Kaypacha
• Ben Fulford: all the cabals are moving their money to China – and then we shut the
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whole thing down!!!!!!!!!

• Mahala brings up the video she saw that the full moons in June, July and August were

blood red – and Rama makes noises of agreement!

• Mahala was the one who told us for the next 2000 years wee're in a Virgo cycle – a time of

mouse medicine and attention to detail
Audio: 2016-08-18 SHOCKING: NIKOLA TESLA SECRETS REVEALED! ZERO POINT
ENERGY FROM THE ETHER IS REAL!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5SVNr6XshP4
Published on 18 Aug 2016
T: have been in this energy since last April , 2016
Audio: Thom Hartmann: readings from 2 of his books
Audio: Thom reads from another person's book
Audio: Democracy Now – 2016-09-02 Judge Denies Hepatitis C Cure for Mumia AbuJamal, But Finds Lack of Care in Prison Unconstitutional
[SEE BELOW]
Audio: The Late Show with Steven Colbert – guest is John Lewis
Rep. John Lewis crowd surfs in Late Show appearance
The Late Show With Stephen Colbert
Posted August 31 2016 — 10:05 PM EDT
There’s a crowd surfing epidemic happening on The
Late Show With Stephen Colbert on Wednesday
night’s episode, and no one is safe. Not even
Congressman John Lewis.
The trend began when Mr. Robot star Christian
Slater walked out to the crowd with Colbert and rode
the human wave. Chris Geere of FXX’s You’re the
Worst followed Slater on stage and followed suit. Right after Lewis sits down as a guest, Colbert asks if the
Georgia politician wanted to be the third. He quickly agreed.
Lewis appeared on the Late Show to discuss the third installment of his graphic novel, March, about his time
as a Civil Rights activist. Book 3 of the award-winning series was released earlier this month, taking place
after the famous March on Washington in 1963 and culminating with the Selma Movement.

Congress man John Lewis: get in trouble – good trouble!
https://youtu.be/6ATwisIrtfg
“Book 3 is so painful sometimes to read it, to look at the drawing, the images that [illustrator Nate Powell]
put on paper,” Lewis said last month at EW’s Con-X. “You take the words and make the words sing, speak
out. When people — even for someone like myself, it’s my story, I lived it – to be beaten on that bridge in
Selma, it’s hard to believe that it really did happen.”
See the teaser below. The Late Show With Stephen Colbert airs weeknights at 11:35 p.m. ET on CBS.
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Audio: Max Keiser
September 10, 2016

[KR965] Keiser Report: Leprechaun Economics
https://youtu.be/4ypi_cGYymU

We ask whether there is something sinister about putting a leprechaun in the workhouse? Or
is there comfort in that it will not pay tax? In the second half Max interviews Constantin
Gurdgiev, Professor of Finance at Middlebury Institute of International Studies, about the
Apple tax ruling and Ireland’s fight to decline the €19 billion payment due.

Audio:

2013-10-24 Bioneers National Conference Keynote Speaker Tom Goldtooth
Articulates Native Vision
[SEE BELOW]

Voices from the Spirit! Bioneers National Conference Keynote Speaker Tom Goldtooth
Articulates Native Vision Terri Hansen
https://youtu.be/4kapV6X2444
T: Worldpulse.com/bioneers for more of the above!

Lives are changing through World Pulse.
Over 24,000 women leaders from more than 190 countries are connecting on www.WorldPulse.com
and creating a chain reaction of change, improving 2.7 million lives.

T: Important Update on FBI: dated 10:46pm Thursday night
2016-09

HUGE NEWS from FBI Insiders!!

[SEE BELOW]

T: the divine feminine was mentioned twice tonight – by Tom Goldtooth and the
last speaker from World Pulse
Closing:

Rainbird

Music:

Rumi

READING FROM THE TV: Jonathan Kahn – 100% THAT the dollar will collapse on Sept 27th!
T: short reading about a 2,500 year old unicorn!
I am the owner of the sphere . . .
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2016-09-09 A GLORIOUS SUCCESS!
By Patricia Cota-Robles
September 9, 2016
9-9-9
The Divine Mission for the 30th Annual World Congress on Illumination was God Victoriously
accomplished through events that transcended even our greatest expectations. As the Divine Plan
unfolded, in ways that no one involved in orchestrating this Activity of Light consciously
anticipated, we realized that our I AM Presences and the Company of Heaven were well aware of
what needed to occur in order for this vitally important facet of Humanity’s Ascension process to
be successful. The Company of Heaven and our I AM Presences took full dominion of the situation
and guided each of us unerringly through the necessary steps of preparation. As you read these
words they will resonate in your Heart of Hearts, and you will realize how you too were guided
through these miraculous days step by step into the Immaculate Concept of God’s Eternal Victory
in the Light.
This sharing is a little long and may seem complicated, but if possible please print it out and read
it when you have time to focus on the magnitude and wonder of what has taken place on this
sweet Earth. This is just the beginning of the manifestation of the Patterns of Perfection from the
Causal Body of God that are now flowing through the newly opened Portal of God’s First CAUSE of
Perfection that pulsates in the Etheric Realms above Alaska.
A CHANGE OF PLANS
Throughout 2016 Humanity and all Life evolving on this Earth have been going through shifts of
energy, vibration and consciousness at a cellular level beyond anything we have ever been able to
withstand. This has caused all kinds of symptoms in our Earthly Bodies including unusual
sensations in our Hearts and Heart Chakras.
For my precious husband of 52 years, Dickie Cota-Robles, this phenomenon seemed to greatly
intensify around the June Solstice. Dickie had never had heart trouble before, but I encouraged
him to go to our doctor who, in turn, referred him to a cardiologist. The cardiologist said he
wanted him to have a stress test and after the stress test Dr. Spooner said there was something
amiss but he did not think it was serious. He scheduled an angiogram for August 1st and said he
thought at most he may have to do an angioplasty or possibly a stent. He said he did not think
there was anything that would call for a bypass.
The day after Dickie and I saw Dr. Spooner, I received an email with a Message from Mary
Magdalene and Mother Mary. The message just appeared in my email out of the blue from a
gentle soul named Natalie Glasson whom I believe resides in the UK. I had never heard of Natalie
and I had never received any of her channelings. When I began to read Mary Magdalene’s
message Mother Mary said to me “PAY ATTENTION!” As I assimilated each word of Mary’s message
I realized that Dickie and I and all of the Lightworkers who were participating in the 30 th Annual
World Congress on Illumination physically and in projected consciousness were embarking on a
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facet of our Divine Plans that we were not aware of on a conscious level. I AM including Mary’s
message below because it is meant for not only the 250 Lightworkers from 17 countries who were
physically present on the Alaskan Cruise at the 30th WCI, it is meant for YOU and everyone who
reads this message. As you read these words PAY ATTENTION and ask your I AM Presence to help
you assimilate the magnitude of this message.
COMPASSIONATE HEART BY MARY MAGDALENE
Channeled through Natalie Glasson
www.omna.org
Beloved bright Light Beings on the Earth, I AM Mary Magdalene; I AM here to support you, to
hold you in the energy of Ascension, enlightenment and the blissful peace of the Creator at this
very moment. I am here to Love you, to be present with you, for we are old friends. I have
connected with each of you either on the Earth or the Inner Planes. There is a Love between us
that is so pure and truthful for we have opened our hearts to each other sharing the blissful grace
of our hearts which is the very essence of the Creator. You are all Divinely connected with the
energy of Master Jesus and have worked alongside both of us at some time because we are all
One. It is appropriate that you may have been taught by both of us, either on the Earth or the
Inner Planes while you or an aspect of your soul group may have been a disciple, one of the 144
disciples that supported our mission on the Earth. Master Jesus and I have worked extensively
with many souls to aid and support the Ascension process that is occurring at this very moment.
Do not wait my dear ones for Ascension, it is already here. We are present with you now to assist
you in feeling, sensing and acknowledging your connection with the Ascension process that is
occurring on the Earth. Now is the time to truly link into the energies that are being anchored
onto the Earth but more importantly the energies that are flowing from the Creator into your soul
and through your Heart Chakra. The energies that are pouring from your Heart now are truly
blissful because they are present to support your own transformation and to support the growth
and Awakening of all on the Earth. You are each bringing forth bliss from your Heart to collect on
the Earth infusing the Earth with a higher vibration and perspective than has previously been
experienced. Your Heart Chakra is the gateway through which the Divine can enter and embody or
be within your Being. It is because of this that each person needs to focus upon Awakening,
Healing, Expanding and Strengthening the Heart Chakra.
I AM aware that many of you have been focusing upon your Heart Chakras for many years of
dedication and devotion to the expression of Love, but at this moment it has never been more
important because your focus combined with the energies being anchored onto the Earth and
through your soul will allow for a profound Love activation within your Being, awakening Love in
all its essence and strength within your Being. Love is upon us, and it can be manifested through
your Compassionate Heart as a gateway for the Divine to enter through, supporting your
transition and the Ascension of the entire planet. The Compassionate Heart that I speak of is only
a tool, an existence or focus of your Heart; it is the wealth of Love that exists within your Being
that is of immense importance. Many Masters and I have spoken about radiating your Love but
now is the time to DEVOTE yourself to this practice for you will see the expansion and Divinity
within you come the time of climaxing and intense Ascension energies anchoring upon the Earth.
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Allow yourself to view your Compassionate Heart as a gateway to the Divinity within your Being,
let the Love that is already in abundance within your Being swell and radiate expansively, drawing
the energies of Love from the Creator into your Being and through your Compassionate Heart with
greater intensity.
At this time when many people may be experiencing challenges or are being guided to release all
that is no longer needed from their realities, minds, emotions and entire Being it is the
Compassionate Heart that will offer you a space of centering, balance and strength because there
is a need to share your Compassionate Heart and ever-flowing Love with yourself.
Mother Mary is here also, she wishes to work with you, cradling you, Loving you, Healing you, at
this very moment, for her energy, her Motherly Compassionate energy, is here for you. You may
or may not feel as if you are experiencing Mother Mary’s energy or her Presence, but Trust with
certainty that she is with you. Mother Mary wishes to place her hands onto your back to support
you throughout each and every day as we ride together the wave of Ascension.
Mother Mary wishes to work with you now because she Loves you unconditionally, but there is a
greater purpose, it is due to your Light being so bright. Mother Mary wishes to enhance your Light
so that you may radiate your Light with expansive bliss to support others. Mother Mary sees the
magnificence of your Being and wishes to give to you her energy of Compassion which she
channels from the Divine Mother and Divine Father energies of the Creator. Mother Mary
understands that it is the quality and energy of Compassion that is needed at this time of
Ascension.
It is appropriate for you and extremely important that you bring and give to yourself Compassion.
Allow yourself to be Compassionate with you in all of your actions, your thoughts and your
experiences because you are achieving so much at this time. There is a need to honor yourself
with Compassion. It is important to realize that every person on the Earth is experiencing the
shifts and challenges of Ascension, so there is a need for you to be Compassionate to every
person on the Earth. This isn’t giving your power away. It is giving your Love, so you will be in the
Divine flow of Love where you will have and receive an abundance of Love for yourself. Allow this
Love to flow through you in all directions, because you know there is an ever-flowing vibration of
Love. There is no need for you to hold onto this Love that is given to you because you know that
you will always receive more. The moment you allow this Love to flow from your Being as
Compassion is the moment you receive a higher, more intense vibration of Love for yourself.
So please be aware that Mother Mary is working with you. This may trigger some emotions within
you throughout the day or the coming days, because, for you to be Compassionate with yourself
you have to Love yourself. For you to Love yourself you have to see yourself as your Truth. This
means that boundaries, blockages and walls that you have put up against Love, need to come
tumbling down more than ever. And as these walls you have put up against Love come tumbling
down, you will feel more exposed than you have ever felt in your life or your reality. It is from this
feeling of being exposed, which you may interpret as being weak or vulnerable, that your strength
will rise to the strength of pure Creator energies. It is from this feeling of being unprotected by
illusions, boundaries, limitations or fears that you will see your Truth. With the acknowledgement
of your Truth, you will allow yourself to exist simply as your Truth. You will simply BE.
Even sometimes when you meditate, release energies or cleanse your Being you are still
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protecting yourself, guarding yourself and controlling the energies. You are not allowing yourself
to acknowledge the very essence of your Being or how you are feeling on all levels of your Being.
Nor are you paying attention to what your essence is speaking to you. However, if you allow
yourself to give Compassion to yourself, if you allow yourself to be exposed and free from
boundaries or limitations then there is nothing to distract you from the beautiful essence within
your Being. You know at that moment that there is nothing that is hindering you because you are
simply Being. Then there is simply a need for you to merge your energies with the Creator, and
you will be like a Flame that rises high, shines brightly and glows even in the darkest of corners.
Through your focus upon your Compassionate Heart and the expression of Compassion it is your
strength that is being activated, as a Lightworker there is a need for you to be strong. To be
strong is to be centered. You do not always have to be strong. But you will find that even at a sad
moment, even when you feel exposed, there is core strength within your Being which holds you
up, carries you forward and maintains the energy of Peace. It is this which is being built right now.
Mother Mary asks you to simply let go of all unneeded energies, thoughts, worries and doubts, for
she is a Heavenly Mother who will support and cradle you, activating the energy of Compassion
from within your Being, steering and guiding you forward so that you may adopt this tool, this
ability, this existence, in order to be a Divine Light Being and of service on the Earth. This is
something that Mother Mary guided me to experience as well, when I was Mary Magdalene on
the Earth, to be Compassionate to myself and to give Compassion in order to exist in the flow of
Love. To realize that Compassionate Love is abundant, it is always present. It was because of my
own personal experience with Mother Mary that I wished to bring forward this communication to
you, sharing with you the powers and abilities of Mother Mary and how they can be of service to
you at this most special and sacred time on the Earth.
Please call upon Mother Mary to be with you, to place her hands on the front and the back of your
Heart Chakra, embracing and surrounding you deeply in Compassionate Love as a supreme
Healing for your Heart. Mother Mary’s Compassionate energy will allow for all fears, pain and
suffering to be dissolved and for your Heart to be free to exist as a Compassionate Heart and
gateway to the Divine Essence of the Creator. Offer space and time to Mother Mary to work with
you for as long as need be as you sit in meditation or relax deeply. You may notice especially if
your focus is upon your Heart Chakra that it begins to open more expansively, BREATHING Love
generously with immense freedom. Your experience with Mother Mary only needs to be simple as
you just allow her the space to work with your energy as you exist in full acceptance of her
Presence with you.
At the time of activating my Compassionate Heart, Mother Mary gave to me an affirmation that I
will share with you now. You may use it whenever you wish or during your Healing with Mother
Mary.
“Compassionate Heart, I AM.”
You may find that you only need to call upon Mother Mary to work with you once, or you may wish
her to work with you on a continuous basis. It is important for you to follow the intuition within
you at this time. Please know that I AM here for you always and I Love you unconditionally. Thank
you for allowing me to bring forward to you an experience that has always been treasured by my Heart.

From my Compassionate Heart, I AM Mary Magdalene (end)
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DICKIE’S FACET OF THE DIVINE PLAN
I would like to share with you the preparation Dickie went through during the past year in order to
accomplish his facet of this Divine Plan. I want to reiterate that Dickie was unaware on a
conscious level of the mission for which he was preparing.
On May 5, 2015, Dickie was inspired to begin an intense exercise program with a personal trainer.
May is the Mystical Month during which Mother Mary’s Temple of the Immaculate Heart in the
Inner Planes is open. Every night during that month, she welcomes us into her Temple in our finer
bodies as we sleep at night. During that time, Mother Mary works with our I AM Presence and
helps us to expand the Light of God flowing through the Immortal Victorious Threefold Flame in
our Heart.
For an entire year, until the end of May 2016, Dickie worked out with his personal trainer three
times a week. He did extreme exercises to build muscle mass and strengthen his Heart. He lost
body fat, but he gained 8 pounds of muscle mass. Never during his extreme cardio workouts or
his heavy weight lifting was there ever a trace of a problem with his Heart.
His personal trainer was named Crystal. When his mission was revealed to us, I said how perfect
to have someone named Crystal help him prepare for assisting Humanity with strengthening our
5th-Dimensional Crystalline Solar Heart Chakras.
On August 1st Dickie’s angiogram only took 30 minutes so his brother and I who were waiting at
the hospital thought that was a very good sign. When the doctor came out, however, he said the
reason the time was so short is because the blockages were much more serious than he had
anticipated. He said the arteries on the left side of Dickie’s Heart were blocked 85% and the
arteries on the right side of his heart were blocked 95%. He said he needed to have a quadruple
bypass as soon as possible.
The surgery was scheduled for August 16th, the day after the Earth is bathed in the radiance of
Light associated with Mother Mary’s Ascension. The doctor said Dickie was an excellent candidate
for this surgery. He said Dickie was very strong and that he did not have any heart damage from
the blockages so far.
I gave Mary Magdalene’s message to Dickie after his angiogram and during his quiet time he read
it. When I went into the room where he was sitting his eyes were filled with Light and he said that
as he read the message the most beautiful fragrance he had ever smelled filled the room. This
confirmed for him the profound Truth of the mission at hand, and he was at Peace.
The doctor who was scheduled to perform the surgery was Dr. Kushagra Katariya M.D.. He is
considered one of the top heart surgeons in the USA. When we met him, Dickie and I knew that
he was very sweet and gentle man. All of the testimonials gave him 5 stars and, amazingly, he
was gifted with the COMPASSONATE DOCTOR AWARD. From Mary Magdalene’s message, you
know how significant that is.
THE 30TH ANNUAL WORLD CONGRESS ON ILLUMINATION
This event meant that Dickie and I would not be able to attend the 30th Annual World Congress on
Illumination physically. This would be the first World Congress I would miss in 30 years. My initial
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feeling was concern, then I centered myself and realized that everything was in place and that the
Company of Heaven and the I AM Presence of the Lightworkers who would be in attendance had
flawlessly handled everything. The right and perfect people were in place to guide the group on
the Alaskan Cruise through the various Activities of Light. And the selfless and dedicated
Lightworkers who had responded to their Heart’s Call and expended their time, energy and money
to be physically present to serve as Instruments of God through which the Light of God would flow
to accomplish the Divine Plan of opening the Portal of God’s First CAUSE of Perfection above
Alaska were inspired to step up in wondrous ways. Through an Awakened Consciousness and a
Compassionate Heart, they knew that THEY ARE THE ONES THEY HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR and
that ALL that our Father-Mother God have is theirs.
MOTHER MARY’S EXPLANATION
Our mission at the 30th WCI was to open the Portal of God’s First CAUSE of Perfection in Alaska to
full breadth. This was necessary in order for NEW and previously unknown patterns of perfection
for the New Earth to be projected from the Heart of God into the Mental and Emotional Strata of
Earth. The Company of Heaven said that at this moment we cannot even begin to fathom the
wonder and awe of these bliss-filled patterns with our finite minds.
Once the Portal has been opened and the patterns of perfection are flooding into the mental and
emotional strata of Earth the ONLY way they will manifest tangibly in our lives is if
Awakened Humanity breathes these patterns through the Divinity of our Heart Flames
and projects them through our Heart Chakras into the world of form. Remember, God
needs a Body.
The facet of the Divine Plan that was revealed to us by Mother Mary and Mary Magdalene is that
through the incredible Activities of Light that had taken place so far in 2016, Awakened
Lightworkers had reached a Critical Mass within our 5th-Dimensional Crystalline Solar Heart
Chakras that would allow us to breathe these New and unfathomable frequencies of Divine Light
through our Heart Flames and project them through our Heart Chakras without causing any
problems at a cellular level in our physical Hearts.
The problem was that this resplendent Light from the Realms of Perfection is NOT just for the
benefit of Awakened Lightworkers. It is a Gift of unparalleled Divine Grace intended for every
single man, woman and child on Earth. This is true for even the most asleep or recalcitrant of our
precious brothers and sisters, those who are writhing in the pain and suffering of their life
experiences and this Ascension process.
Mother Mary and the Company of Heaven revealed that if this amazing Gift of Light from On High
were to pass through the physical Hearts of unawakened Humanity with their Hearts as blocked
and their Heart Chakras as closed as they were in that moment, this frequency of Light would
cause far more harm than good. But, through the Grace of God, that was not going to happen.
The reason that was not going to happen is because those who responded to their Heart’s Call and
volunteered to make whatever sacrifices were necessary in order to be physically present during
the 30th Annual World Congress on Illumination had been uniquely preparing for lifetimes to serve
as surrogates on behalf of ALL Humanity during this Cosmic Moment.
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Mother Mary said that through the Activities of Light that the Company of Heaven would guide us
through day-by-day during the 30th WCI, we would serve as surrogates so that the I AM Presence
of every single person on Earth would be able to raise the frequency of vibration and heal and
strengthen each person’s physical Heart to a point that would transcend any imbalance or possible harm.

The Company of Heaven said our success in this endeavor would be monumental, but there would
still be some additional Healing and the removal of blockages around the Heart that would be
necessary in order to God Victoriously complete this Divine Mission for every person on Earth.
Mother Mary told Dickie and me that this is the facet of the Divine Plan he volunteered at Inner
Levels to accomplish on behalf of those precious souls who will need a surrogate for this physical
level of Healing. These dense blockages were created after Humanity’s fall from Grace in an
attempt to block the pain we experienced through our inability to Love.
Through a written communication, I assured everyone that all was in Divine Order. I told them
that Dickie and I would be in communication with all of them and I that I would share with them
what the Beings of Light in the Realms of Illumined Truth were revealing to us each day. But in
addition to those sharings, each one realized exactly what their part of this mission was and why
they were there. I told them to listen to their Heart and to know that buoyant, joyous energy was
the most powerful Heart-centered space they could be in as they reveled in the exquisite beauty
of Alaska communing with their I AM Presence, the Company of Heaven and the Elemental
Kingdom.
Beginning with the Opening dinner on August 13th and the first Activities of Light on August 14th a
sense of KNOWING and INNER PEACE filled the space where some disappointment and concern
that Dickie and I were not physically present had formed. From that time on ALL was in Divine
Order and everyone knew ALL IS WELL!
On August 15th, is the day celebrated in the outer world by literally billions of people as Mother
Mary’s Day of Ascension. The Company of Heaven revealed that the global focus of Humanity’s
attention on this august representative of our Mother God and the Divine Feminine had
exponentially expanded the collective Cup of Humanity’s Consciousness that had been forming
through Humanity’s focus of attention on the 2016 Summer Olympic Games. The Beings of Light
said that meant that we were in position to assimilate higher frequencies of our Mother God’s
Transfiguring Divine Love through the Transformer of our Immortal Victorious Threefold Flames
than Humanity had ever been able to safely receive at a cellular level.
On that day, the Light of God flowed through the Transformer of our unified Heart Flames and
prepared every atomic and subatomic particle and wave of Humanity’s physical, etheric, mental
and emotional bodies for the profound Healing of the Heart that was scheduled to take place on August 16 th.

On the Alaskan Cruise August 16th was a day that would be spent in Skagway communing with
the Elemental Kingdom and exploring the wonders of Alaska. There were no gatherings scheduled
for the 30th WCI and everyone was aligned with their own inner guidance as they focused on the
open Heart surgery for Dickie that they thought was taking place that day. One of the participants
said they came across some playful bear cubs and one of them was nicknamed Dickie.
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DICKIE’S HEART SURGERY
Dickie’s surgery was scheduled for 3:30 p.m. and it was to be a six hour operation. We were a
little concerned about the surgery being so late, but we trusted that all was in Divine Order. We
did all of the preparation and arrived at the hospital at 11:00 a.m. on August 16th as we had been
directed to do, but the receptionist said we were not on the schedule. We found out that for some
reason the surgery had been changed to 7:00 a.m. August 18th but no one had told us.
The change of date seemed a little out of sync with what Mother Mary had said to us because
Dickie’s surgery was very much aligned with the events of the World Congress on Illumination
which annually celebrates the anniversary of Harmonic Convergence. That event was the initial
impulse of Earth’s Ascension process and it took place on August 15th, 16th, and 17th, 1987. 2016
was the 29th anniversary of that event. 29 is numerically an 11 which is the master number that
reflects the transformation from the physical into the Divine.
Dickie was a little bit flustered because he was all prepared and did not anticipate this delay. Our
daughter, Tori, was here from California so we all went out to dinner to change our focus of
attention. I told Dickie that everything was going to be fine we just needed to Trust.
When we came out of the restaurant there was a full brilliant Rainbow in the Eastern sky and in
the middle of the arc of the Rainbow was the Full Moon. None of us had ever seen that before. In
the Western sky the Sun was setting and the sky was bright pink which is the radiance of Divine
Love. There were some patches of rain in the Northwestern sky and from a beautiful puffy white
clout two sheets of rain were pouring down next to each other. One sheet of rain was bright blue
and the other sheet right next to it was bright pink. We all said we had never seen anything like
that before.
When we got home the doctor’s nurse called us to apologize. The end result of the call was that
Dr. Katariya said he was rescheduling Dickie’s surgery for 7:30 a.m. the next day, August 17th.
Later that evening, Mother Mary and the Company of Heaven affirmed that through the unified
efforts Lightworkers on the Alaskan Cruise and around the World a deeper level of Healing took
place within the physical, etheric, mental and emotional bodies of Humanity and the physical,
etheric, mental and emotional strata of Mother Earth than the Mighty Elohim and the Directors of
the Elements originally felt was possible.
This Healing created the sacred space for the Earthly Bodies of the masses of Humanity to be
raised into the initial frequencies of our 5th-Dimensional Crystalline Solar Light Bodies. This
occurred instantaneously in the Realms of Cause, but Mother Mary said that in our time and space
continuum a pause for assimilation at a cellular level was needed before the process of the
Healing of the Heart could be initiated.
On August 17th before the surgery when the Doctor came into the room Dickie said, “Doctor I
have a lot of Love in this Heart and I want you to take good care of it.”
Dr. Katariya answered “I want you to know that my staff and I will treat you as One of our own.”
On August 17th during the Activities of Light taking place at the 30th WCI Dickie’s Heart surgery
was taking place. Dr. Katariya physically removed the blocks around Dickie’s Heart by performing
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a triple bypass replacing the three blocked arteries with clear veins. He then opened Dickie’s Heart
and repaired a valve so that Dickie’s blood, his Lifeforce, would be able to flow unimpeded through
the chambers of his Heart.
As that occurred for Dickie in the physical plane, the I AM Presence of those who needed that level
of physical Healing in order to withstand the incoming Light from the Opened Portal of God’s First
Cause of Perfection simultaneously Healed and recalibrated the frequency of their Hearts on an
ETHERIC level. This will allow ALL of the Sons and Daughters of God on Earth to receive the
maximum benefit from the NEW and previously unknown Patterns of Perfection for the New Earth.
Through the Divine Intervention of Mother Mary, Archangel Raphael, Hilarion and the 5 thDimensional Crystalline Solar Angels of Healing, the Divine Plan for the Healing of Humanity’s
blocked Hearts was accomplished God Victoriously.
These magnificent Beings of Light are associated with the Crystalline Temples of Healing and
Music that pulsate in the Etheric Realms above Tucson, Arizona. It is through the Portal of Light in
Tucson that the most powerful frequencies of Healing and Divine Love enter the Earth to bless all
Life on this planet. These Gifts of Divine Light are known through all Creation as the Flame of
Healing Through the Power of God’s Infinite Transmutation andthe Flame of Transfiguring Divine
Love.
These are the Gifts of God’s Sacred Fire that Mother Mary, Archangel Raphael, Hilarion and the
Healing Angels used to accomplish the Healing that was necessary in Dickie’s Heart and the
Healing that was necessary in the Hearts of our sisters and brothers in the Family of Humanity
who needed this unusual level of Divine Intervention.
The Company of Heaven confirmed that Dickie’s physical surgery has been accomplished in
perfect Divine Order and the Etheric surgeries that were necessary in order to prepare the Heart
of anyone who needed it also were accomplished God Victoriously.
OPENING THE PORTAL OF GOD’S FIRST CAUSE OF PERFECTION TO FULL BREADTH
Later that day, as the Activities of Light for the 30th WCI took place, the wondrous adventure on
the Alaskan Cruise carried the cruise ship and all aboard through the exquisite beauty of Glacier
Bay. It was at this time that the Portal of God’s First Cause of Perfection was open to full breadth.
At one point the cruise ship made a 360 degree turn so that all of the passengers could view the
splendor of the Elemental Kingdom and experience the Divine Momentum of Light that was being
emitted to open the Portal. Then the ship traveled a short distance and made a 360 degree in the
opposite direction forming an INFINITY SYMBOL.
With the completion of this sacred symbol, the Portal of God’s First Cause of Perfection was
opened to full breadth. Then from the Core of Creation, the very Heart of our Father-Mother God,
the Cosmic I AM, a 5th-Dimensional Crystalline Solar Violet Sun descended through the Portal into
the crystal waters of Glacier Bay and secured the open Portal in the Heart of Mother Earth’s
Threefold Flame in the Center of the Earth.
NEW PATTERNS OF PERFECTION FROM THE CAUSAL BODY OF GOD
The Portal of God’s First CAUSE of Perfection above Alaska was successfully opened to full breadth
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through the mighty Transformer of the unified and Compassionate Heart Flames of the
Lightworkers gathered on the Alaskan Cruise at the 30th Annual World Congress on Illumination
and those tuning in consciousness from around the World.
On August 18th and 19th, with the Portal of God’s First CAUSE of Perfection fully opened, NEW and
previously unknown Patterns of Perfection from the Causal Body of God instantaneously flooded
into the Mental and Emotional Strata of Beloved Mother Earth. These patterns, which the
Company of Heaven said were previously unfathomable to the finite minds of even the most
Awakened Lightworkers, are now filtering into the Mental and Emotional Bodies of every person on
Earth. This is occurring through the Divinity of each person’s newly Healed Heart Flame and Heart
Chakra. The I AM Presence of every person is encoding the Infinite Patterns of God’s First CAUSE
of Perfection onto our DNA structures which, in wondrous ways, will greatly accelerate Humanity’s
ability to Transcend our self-inflicted challenges and miscreations.
The Company of Heaven revealed that as the NEW patterns filter into our conscious minds
through our Mental and Emotional Bodies, they will assist Humanity en masse to move forward in
the Light more effectively than anything Lightworkers have ever experienced.
Within the full dominion of each person’s I AM Presence, day by day, these new patterns will
reveal themselves to Humanity through our intuitive thoughts, our compassionate feelings, our
meditations and our dreams. As we ACCEPT, EXPECT AND KNOW that these patterns are now
tangibly available to ALL of us, we will tap into them and receive the inspired ideas, brilliant
innovations, amazing creations and Life-transforming ways of manifesting Heaven on Earth that
they contain.
On August 19th the Divine Mission you all selflessly participated in in one way or another was
brought to fruition. The Company of Heaven will now work with every man, woman and child on
Earth to secure the highest Divine Intent of these NEW patterns.
A BLESSING FROM THE WHALES
When the final Divine Ceremony was complete the captain of the ship announced over the
intercom that there were pods of Whales surrounding the ship. He said that they estimated that
there were at least 150 Whales following the ship and that he had never seen anything like that
before.
The Company of Heaven confirmed that the Whales were absorbing the Light from the newly
opened Portal then diving down into the deep waters of Alaska to anchor the Light in the Violet
Sun. Whales are capable of diving as deep as 6,000 feet.
A BRIEF UPDATE ABOUT DICKIE’S SURGERY
Dickie is doing amazingly well. He had an appointment with his surgeon on Sept. 2 nd. Dr. Katariya
sees his heart patients on Friday and he told Dickie he should come in every Friday to model as a
“Poster Child” for quick recovery for the rest of his patients.
AND THIS IS JUST THE BEGINNING!
God Bless You,
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Planet Alert September 2016

by Mahala

http://blog.mahalasastrology.com/

Are you ready to move out of the Matrix and be free from control? Are you enjoying the chaotic energy that
seems to be affecting everyone these days? Some people are really happy and others are depressed and in
chaos. There have been a lot of changes and transformation occurring, and it has been a challenge to stay in
a neutral state of mind as people around us are becoming unbalanced. This energy seems to be up one day
and down the next. This is due to the intense waves of energy that are affecting Earth right now.

We just entered the month of September with a solar eclipse and eclipses affect a lot of people. It
is like the light is dimmed for a period of time. The solar eclipse was on September 1, 2016. And
in numerology this day adds up to a number one because (9+1+9) =19 or 1. Number one
indicates a new beginning in some way. There was a wave of energy that hit us on August 30 th a
little before the eclipse. I felt this energy very strongly and it made me dizzy. The effects of this
wave were felt up until the eclipse on September 1st. There are more energy waves to come as we
move through September.
There was a T cross in the heavens at the time of this past solar eclipse. The sun and moon were in Virgo,
Neptune was in Pisces and Saturn was in Sagittarius. Neptune is the planet of illusion and brings in new
time-lines and other dimensional events. Maybe you are seeing people from the other side, or maybe you
have had a lost time event, or maybe you just feel out of energy and don’t want to do anything. If so, you
are feeling Neptune energy. The energy from this eclipse will continue for several months.

This past eclipse was on nine degrees Virgo. This degree means “The growth of true
understanding, born out of the transcendence of duality even while immersed in the world of
duality”. Basically this means that it is time to let go of any baggage you are still carrying around
with you. Look at your old events with new eyes and change your perception of how you perceived
these events. Look at it in a different way and change your image of it. Change how you perceived
it and that will change your life for the better.
The next eclipse will be a lunar full moon on September 16, 2016. There we have the number 16
again. We have been experiencing the number 20 and 16 all year. The number 20 Tarot card is
Judgment, and the number 16 card is The Tower Struck with Lightning where everything changes
and structures collapse. We have really experienced that energy all year. Look at how many
changes have occurred in your life, and look at how many houses and structures have collapsed in
earthquakes, floods, fires and volcanic eruptions.
This upcoming lunar eclipse will bring in the energy of the number16 and that will be a double
whammy. It is also on the degree of “Mary and her little lamb which means that we will need to
keep a vibrant and pure simplicity at the core of our being as we meet the many tests of
existence”. We will start feeling the energy of nonviolence in our world. Let there be peace in the
world and let it begin with me.
At this lunar eclipse the sun will be conjunct Mercury in opposition to the moon and Chiron, the
healing planet. Mars will be on the degree of consciously accepting the ways of a new stage of
experience, in readiness for the opportunities it will present. That sounds good to me.
The planet Mars will be in a trine to Uranus, which is still conjunct the dwarf planet Eris on the full
moon eclipse. Both Uranus and Eris have a tendency to stir things up. I think the energy affecting
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Donald Trump will be very challenging from the solar eclipse to the lunar full moon. Mars will be
opposing his Uranus, north node, and his sun. This energy will also affect Hillary in a challenging
way. We’ll see how this strong energy works out for both of them.
This upcoming full moon will really stir up the energy. It is up to us how we respond to the energy
that is presented to us. We can respond in a positive way or in a negative way. Shortly after this
full moon we will have the Fall Equinox on September 22ndand Mercury goes direct on that day.
The sun enters into the sign of Libra to join Jupiter which will be in that sign for one year. Libra is
known as a peaceful sign. There is always an energy surge that comes in at the time of the
solstices and the equinoxes. Scientists have measured this energy and have proven there actually
is a measurable energy surge at that time.
I believe the Earth itself will be jumping a time-line sometime between mid – September and the
end of the month. Others say by the end of this year. Those who are ready will move and actually
live on 5D earth. Many of us have been manifesting 5D consciousness and higher already but we
have been living in a lower vibration Earth. It’s my understanding that 6D is the energy of magic
and miracles. If you have been experiencing miracles in your life than you are living in 6D
consciousness. The energy of sound is 7D energy and we all have sound around us in one way or
another. Pretty music is very relaxing. When we reach 8D we will be out of the Matrix and free to
explore and live in a different way.
We jumped a time-line in 1987 when we moved into 4D. That dimension has been very hard to go
through and it has taken us a long time. That is the psychic realm and the realm of the
controllers. It’s like the astral realm where anything can happen. The 3D and 4 D realms are
where the wars and violence exist. We will move out of that dimension shortly. When we are out
of 4D, wars will cease to exist.
Then we have the continuing Earth changes that are getting stronger every year. There have been lots of
storms and flooding all over the world and these storms will continue to happen, especially along the East
Coast USA and China. We are also in the time of fire because of Mars, Saturn and Uranus in fire signs.

What else is in our heavens that could be causing a lot of these changes? Could it be Planet X?
Many people claim to have seen, and have pictures of this planet next to our sun. I was sent a
very interesting video about Planet X causing the full moons in June, July, and August to turn
blood red. Now we have another full moon eclipse coming up on September 16th. Will this moon
turn blood red also? Could this be the real prophecy of four blood moons in a row? Watch this
video and see what you think. Type into your search engine “Blood Red Moon and Nibiru Aug 21 video“.

We do live in interesting times! It is so important to keep yourself cool, calm and collected as
these events come to pass. These energy waves can come in and cause all kinds of ascension
symptoms in our bodies that are sometimes hard to deal with at the time. Just remember that
you will make it through these waves although it is easier to do so if you are in a state of serenity.
May you be blessed with lots of loving people in your life and may joy fill your heart to
overflowing. My love to you, So Be It! Mahala Gayle
Happy birthday to me (Sept 13th) and to other Virgos, may you be blessed with a
wonderful year to come.
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2019-09-10 North Dakota issues arrest warrant for Democracy Now’s Amy Goodman
Tom Cahill | September 10, 2016
Amy Goodman, host and executive producer for Democracy Now, has been criminally charged for
documenting attacks on indigenous protesters.
Last week, a Democracy Now film crew captured footage of private security contractors hired by
the oil companies behind the Dakota Access Pipeline attacking protesters with dogs and pepper
spray. Video of the attacks went viral on social media, with Democracy Now’s story about the
attacks garnering over 131,000 shares on Facebook as of this writing. WDAZ reported that
Goodman, along with Cody Charles Hall, a media spokesman for the Red Warrior Camp, have both
been charged with criminal trespassing.
Livestreamer Unicorn Riot, who has been on the ground in North Dakota documenting Native
Americans’ unified standoff with the pipeline company, tweeted a photo of the arrest warrant
issued for Goodman and Hall:
View image on Twitter
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Follow
Unicorn Riot @UR_Ninja

#Breaking- ND has filed charges on Amy Goodman of @democracynow & Red Warrior
Camp media spokesman Cody Hall #NoDAPL
1:40 PM - 10 Sep 2016
Local media reports that Hall has been charged with two misdemeanors — one class B
misdemeanor for a protest on September 3, and a class A misdemeanor criminal trespassing
charge for a September 6 demonstration, in which he and others chained themselves to
construction equipment in order to halt work on the pipeline. Hall is being held in Morton County
jail until Monday morning, when a judge oversees his arraignment. Amy Goodman has been
charged with a class B misdemeanor.
So far, 38 people have been arrested for putting themselves in between pipeline construction and
sacred Native American land, including Green Party presidential nominee Jill Stein and running
mate Ajamu Baraka. Both Stein and Baraka were caught on video spray painting “I approve this
message” and “decolonize” on a bulldozer last week. In an phone interview on Thursday, Stein
told US Uncut she plans to “respectfully address” the charges through her attorneys.
“I think it’s interesting that they charged me and my running mate with vandalism, but they
haven’t charged the oil companies for bulldozing a sacred Native American burial ground, or for
vandalizing drinking water supplies that 17 million people depend on,” Stein said.

Tom Cahill is a writer for US Uncut based in the Pacific Northwest. He specializes in coverage of
political, economic, and environmental news. You can contact him via email at
tom.v.cahill@gmail.com, or friend him on Facebook.
https://usuncut.com/news/amy-goodman-charged/
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2016-09-03 Clinton Body Count Rises: JFK Jr.’s Death Just Linked To Hillary Clintons
Political Start
Posted by Crispin White / September 3, 2016
It sounds like a huge conspiracy theory to say that Hillary Clinton political career and John F.
Kennedy Jr.'s death are linked, but recent information has come to light that does beg some very
important questions.
It may just be coincidence that Hillary Clinton began her political career, which has been
surrounded by very suspicious deaths all linked to the Clintons, right around the time of John F.
Kennedy Jr.'s death.
Now shocking information is being exposed showing that JFK Jr. may have been the one man that
could have stopped Clinton before she became the Queen of Corruption she is today.
To really see the whole picture you would have to look back at the very beginning of Hillary
Clinton's political career. It is widely known that Hillary was more than a little determined to
become a politician and was willing to do whatever it takes to make that happen.
Hillary was well aware that in order to advance her political career all the way to the White House,
the first steps would be to take the position as a powerful governor or senator. So she set out for
New York with one goal in mind, taking the senate seat.
In 1999 Hillary saw a massive threat to her political future. John Kennedy Jr. announced around
that time that he was seriously considering a career in politics. JFK Jr. was President Kennedy's
only son, known affectionately in those days as "John-John," and was raised in New York and lived
there at the time of his death.
There was only one senate seat open at the time and an article from just after Kennedy Jr.'s death
exposed some very unnerving details.
A private poll in 1997 found that John F. Kennedy Jr. was by far the state’s most
popular Democrat, and two friends said yesterday they believed he would have run for
office some day. Earlier this year, in one of the best-kept secrets in state politics,
Kennedy considered seeking the seat of retiring Sen. Daniel Moynihan (D-N.Y.)
There's no doubt that Hillary's people would have known about the support Kennedy would have if
he were to run for the senate seat. Hillary must have panicked because if Kennedy had won the
seat, her entire move to New York for residency would have been wasted, and her chances at the
White House would have been crushed.
John Kennedy Jr.'s plane crash in 1999 is no secret to the public, but there is something that most
people don't know: due to John Kennedy Jr. being such a high profile person, President Bill Clinton
oversaw the recovery of the crash.
Investigations into the cause of the crash have led to more questions than there should be and
many aviation experts have theorized that foul play may have been involved.
The Chicago Tribune reported that President Bill Clinton was very involved in the plane crash
recovery, which put him in the perfect position to coverup any foul play that may have been
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involved.
President Clinton, who will attend the Kennedy service with First Lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton, on Wednesday defended the resources that were committed to the rescue and
recovery efforts after Kennedy’s plane crashed Friday night on a flight from New Jersey
to Martha’s Vineyard.
“If anyone believes that was wrong, the Coast Guard is not at fault, I am,” Clinton said.
“It was because I thought it was the right thing to do under the circumstances.”
John Kennedy Jr.'s death was a little too convenient not to arouse some serious suspicions.
Furthermore, experts have no explanation for the crash, and reporter Steve Sbraccia, who was the
first one on the scene had this to say:
“I’ve always felt there was something wrong about that crash…from the way the police
swept through that beach forcing everyone off to the way they kept the wreck site
closely guarded until they pulled up every bit of debris.”
Sbraccia is no conspiracy theorist but he is well known for having an encounter with an 'enigmatic'
reporter that claimed to see an explosion in the air. The mystery reporter has since disappeared
without a trace.
Sbraccia stated, "I can swear in court that man was real and I reported exactly what he told me
he saw." The report of the explosion in the air completely contradicts the official report about the
crash findings.
Considering the many other deaths closely linked to the Clintons it wouldn't be much of a surprise
if this is just one more added to the body count.
Make sure to share this story on Facebook and let us know if you think the Clintons had something
to do with John F. Kennedy Jr.'s death.
http://usherald.com/clinton-body-count-rises-jfk-jr-s-death-just-linked-hillary-clintons-politicalstart/#
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2016-09-11
Demolition
by EV

It’s Official: European Scientific Journal Concludes 9/11 was a Controlled

15-years after the attacks on September 11th, the European Scientific Journal, a publication of the
European Scientific Institute (ESI), published an article titled “15 Years Later: On the Physics of
High-Rise Building Collapses,” in which they analyze the collapse of all three World Trade Center
buildings. The results of their findings continue to indicate that the WTC towers were destroyed by
controlled demolition, and the fact that this controversial topic was covered by a publication that
boasts an editorial committee from reputable colleges and universities around the world (despite
the article’s disclaimer), can be considered yet another small victory for 9/11 Truthers.
The study was written in collaboration by Steven Jones of Brigham Young University (now retired),
Robert Korol of McMaster University – a Mechanical Design Engineer in the aerospace industry,
Anthony Szamboti, and Ted Walter of Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth. The highly-sourced
study breaks down the scientific evidence while revealing the discrepancies in NIST’s official
report, and we suggest our readers – especially the skeptics – read it in its entirety.
One of the most important testimonies on the collapse of the World Trade Towers that was
brought to attention in the study comes from the head structural engineer of the towers, John
Skilling. It is apparently not enough for skeptics to take the findings of thousands of architects
and engineers seriously, but should a skeptic choose not to at least consider the expertise of one
of the men who built the WTC towers, then they are purposefully remaining blind.
Every sort of catastrophe that can happen to a high-rise building has to be taken into
consideration during the design and construction processes, including the impact of an airplane.
According to a 1993 report from The Seattle Times, the Trade Towers were analyzed years ago,
after concern was raised over a case where an airplane hit the Empire State Building. It was
concluded at the time that the Trade Towers could withstand the impact of a Boeing 707.
In a statement made to The Seattle Times by Skilling:
We looked at every possible thing we could think of that could happen to the buildings, even to
the extent of an airplane hitting the side, however back in those days people didn’t think about
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terrorists very much.” He continues, “Our analysis indicated the biggest problem would be the
fact that all the fuel (from the airplane) would dump into the building. There would be a
horrendous fire. A lot of people would be killed. The building structure would still be there.
However, I’m not saying that properly applied explosives – shaped explosives – of that magnitude
could not do a tremendous amount of damage. I would imagine that if you took the top
expert in that type of work and gave him the assignment of bringing these buildings
down with explosives, I would bet that he could do it.”

As stated in the study: “In other words, Skilling believed the only mechanism that could bring
down the Twin Towers was controlled demolition.” It should be pointed out, as well, that a steelframed high-rise building has never completely collapsed from fire. And yet on September 11,
2001, three buildings supposedly collapsed in this manner, one of which wasn’t even hit by a
plane.
It was on this latter point that the authors concluded their study. They state:
“It bears repeating that fires have never caused the total collapse of a steel-framed
high-rise before or since 9/11. Did we witness an unprecedented event three separate
times on September 11, 2001? The NIST reports, which attempted to support that
unlikely conclusion, fail to persuade a growing number of architects, engineers, and
scientists.”
Related articles:
Architects and Engineers for 9/11 Truth
University of Alaska Launches 9/11 Controlled Demolition Investigation
Pentagon Video Proves 9/11 Cover-Up
Small 9/11 Truth Victory Unknown to Most Americans: UK Man Won Case against BBC for 9/11
Cover Up

This article (European Scientific Journal Concludes 9/11 was a Controlled Demolition) is a free and
open source. You have permission to republish this article under a Creative Commons license with
attribution to the author and AnonHQ.com.
http://anonhq.com/european-scientific-journal-concludes-911-was-a-controlled-demolition/
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2016-09-02 Judge Denies Hepatitis C Cure for Mumia Abu-Jamal, But Finds Lack
of Care in Prison Unconstitutional
Guests Bob Boyle one of the attorneys for Mumia Abu-Jamal in his hepatitis C case.
Renee Feltz
Guardian.

Democracy Now! correspondent who also writes regularly for The

A federal judge has denied a request from the former Black Panther and journalist Mumia AbuJamal for life-saving medication that could cure his hepatitis C. Last year, Mumia sued to receive
an antiviral treatment for hepatitis C after he was placed in critical condition, and officials said he
was was not sick enough to be eligible. The medication has about a 95 percent cure rate. But it
costs the state about $55,000 for a 12-week course of the drug. Even as the judge denied
Mumia’s motion, he also found that Pennsylvania’s hepatitis C protocol for inmates fails to meet
constitutional standards and could prolong suffering. We hear reaction from Mumia Abu-Jamal and
speak with his lawyer, Bob Boyle, and correspondent Renée Feltz, who has covered these
developments.

TRANSCRIPT
This is a rush transcript. Copy may not be in its final form.
JUAN GONZÁLEZ: We end today’s show with news that a federal judge has denied a request
from former Black Panther and journalist Mumia Abu-Jamal for a life-saving medication that could
cure his hepatitis C. Mumia has been in prison in Pennsylvania since he was convicted of killing a
police officer in 1981. He always maintained his innocence, and Amnesty International said he
didn’t receive a fair trial. His death sentence was overturned in 2011 on constitutional grounds,
and he is now serving life without parole. Last year, Mumia sued to receive an antiviral treatment
for hepatitis C, after he was placed in critical condition and officials said he was not sick enough to
be eligible. The medication has about a 95 percent cure rate. But it costs the state about $55,000
for a 12-week course of the drug.
AMY GOODMAN: On Wednesday, U.S. District Court Judge Robert Mariani denied a motion for
preliminary injunction that would have let him order the treatment without going to trial. The
denial was based on a technicality that the lawsuit should have named the state’s hepatitis C
committee for prisoner treatment instead of targeting the warden and the prison system’s medical
chief. Even as the judge denied Mumia Abu-Jamal’s motion, he also found that Pennsylvania’s
hepatitis C protocol for prisoners fails to meet constitutional standards and could prolong
suffering. Pennsylvania treats just about five of more than 6,000 prisoners who are infected with
hepatitis C. This mirrors untreated epidemics in prisons around the country.
Well, PrisonRadio.org spoke to Mumia Abu-Jamal after the judge’s ruling. This is what Mumia said.
MUMIA ABU-JAMAL: It’s a good beginning that a federal judge recognizes that what
the commonwealth is doing, and has been doing for years, is not only unjust, but not
right, unconstitutional, a violation of fundamental fairness and the human right to life.
So, it’s a beginning. It’s a good beginning. And we want a good ending.
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AMY GOODMAN: For more, we’re joined by Bob Boyle, one of Mumia Abu-Jamal’s attorneys in
the case, and by Democracy Now! correspondent Renée Feltz, who also writes for The Guardian,
where she covered these developments.
Bob, explain, because the judge clearly was angered by what’s happening to the prisoners, but
ruled on this technicality.
BOB BOYLE: Yeah, the judge ruled that the Pennsylvania protocol for treating hepatitis C is
unconstitutional. Essentially, under their policy, an inmate, a human being, has to be on the verge
of death. Your blood vessels have to be in danger of bursting inside your chest, before you’re
given this life-saving medication. And the judge found that this is blatantly unconstitutional. He
only ruled against us on the ground that we did not name this so-called hepatitis C committee,
this secret group of people who meet in secret and decide whether someone gets this drug. We
did sue the warden, the head of the Pennsylvania Health Department, and we did not even know
of the existence of this committee at the time we filed the lawsuit. So, it’s a technicality that we
are going to challenge and fight, until Mumia gets these—this life-saving medication.
JUAN GONZÁLEZ: And 5,000 prisoners in Pennsylvania have hepatitis C, but only five are
receiving treatment?
BOB BOYLE: It’s probably closer to 6,000. And I think their latest estimate, they’ve upped it all
the way to 30, out of 6,000, who are receiving this treatment. And it’s because this drug costs not
just $55,000, $84,000—$1,000 per pill. So, the Pennsylvania Department of Corrections is acting
in an unconstitutional manner in this regard, but also it is unconscionable that drug companies—
and it’s only because we have the horrible health system that we have—can charge this amount of
money, which will save—denial of which will—could cause death.
AMY GOODMAN: But hepatitis C, if left untreated, leads to cirrhosis of the liver, which costs even
more to treat.
BOB BOYLE: And it’s also—absolutely, and causes death and irreversible damage. And also,
remember, hepatitis C is a communicable disease. So, people come out of prison, by either
sharing needles or sexual contact, can pass the virus to other people, who then have hepatitis C
and have to be treated. So, it is an extremely shortsighted—and that’s really a euphemism. It’s
really criminal, what’s going on.
AMY GOODMAN: Renée Feltz, talk—put this in a national context.
RENÉE FELTZ: Well, it’s not just Pennsylvania that we’re talking about. Almost every state across
the country has thousands of inmates in their prisons who have hepatitis C. Many of them don’t
actually know that they have it, because the prisons don’t provide testing. There have been classaction lawsuits not only in Pennsylvania; in addition to what Mumia and his attorneys have filed,
there’s also class-action lawsuits in Tennessee, where there is another limited number of prisoners
who are able to get the treatment, also in Massachusetts and also in Minnesota.
Now, New York, here, has done a little bit better. They’ve increased their funding in the recent
years by about 350 percent to provide these life-saving hepatitis C drugs to prisoners, including,
interestingly, to Robert Seth Hayes, who is a former Black Panther and considered a political
prisoner. He was able to be cured of hep C when he got this treatment here in New York. But he
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has still many, many other problems with his health. He is elderly, and he’s still pushing to be
granted parole. He’s been denied 10 times.
JUAN GONZÁLEZ: But, Renée, what about this issue of the drug companies? Because, obviously,
for prisons, at this cost, the—and with so many inmates suffering from hepatitis C, this is a
budget buster for a lot of prison systems.
RENÉE FELTZ: That’s right. Now, the company, Gilead, makes this drug, and it was investigated
by the Senate in 2014. And what they found, by looking at the company’s own documents, is that
the cost was not determined by development or the cost of acquiring the drug. It was simply to
make money. And they weren’t concerned about the access, that it would—the challenges it would
present to access.
BOB BOYLE: I would add, in Egypt, for example, which isn’t subject to U.S. patent laws, it costs
about $100 a pill; $10 in India. So it’s only in this country where it costs so much.
AMY GOODMAN: Well, we’re going to leave it there, but, of course, we’ll continue to follow this
story. Bob Boyle, attorney for Mumia Abu-Jamal, and Renée Feltz, Democracy Now!
correspondent.
And a correction to an earlier headline: The hacker sentenced to 52 months in prison after being
extradited from Romania goes by the name "Guccifer" online, not "Guccifer 2.0." Guccifer says he
hacked Hillary Clinton’s private server at her home in Chappaqua, New York. He pleaded guilty in
May to charges including unauthorized access to a protected computer and aggravated identity
theft.
http://www.democracynow.org/2016/9/2/judge_denies_hepatitis_c_cure_for
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2013-10-24 Bioneers National Conference Keynote Speaker Tom Goldtooth
Articulates Native Vision
Voices from the Spirit! Bioneers National Conference Keynote Speaker Tom Goldtooth
Articulates Native Vision Terri Hansen
10/24/13
Dakota/Diné Elder Tom B.K. Goldtooth, the executive director of the Indigenous Environmental
Network, seemed surprised as the large audience rose to its feet in resounding applause at his
keynote’s conclusion on October 19 at the Bioneers National Conference.
Standing at the podium, Goldtooth seemed humbled by it all. In his speech, “Stopping the
Privatization of Nature and Commodification of Mother Earth,” Goldtooth spoke for all Indigenous
Peoples. He asked the world to turn away from destroying, privatizing and commodifying nature,
and instead to turn to indigenous wisdom with “indigenuity.”
https://youtu.be/4kapV6X2444

The European concept of the natural world, Goldtooth said, has become a dominant concept
world-wide. It holds that knowledge and culture are property, with the attitude that commodities
are to be exploited freely, and bought and sold at will.
“It has resulted in disharmony between beings and the natural world as well as the current
environmental crisis affecting all life,” he said, a concept that is completely at odds with the
indigenous worldview.
“Our sacred responsibility is to safeguard and protect this world,” he said. “Human beings are not
separate from the natural world but were created to live in an integral relationship with it. We can
fashion sustainable solutions and re-sacralize our relationship to Mother Earth. That’s what we
have to offer.”
The Indigenous Environmental Network has collaborated with Bioneers for 15 years.
“They’ve been engaged with protection of the environment, they are socially conscious, they
embrace food sovereignty, and that’s why we come here,” Goldtooth told Indian Country Today
Media Network.
Goldtooth and Melissa Nelson (Turtle Mountain Chippewa) of the Cultural Conservancy led the first
Bioneers Indigenous Forum in 2007, “a sovereign space for Indigenous Peoples’ issues at the
Annual Bioneers Conference,” said Cara Romero (Chemehuevi), the director of Bioneers
Indigeneity program. “Since that year, Tom has worked closely with Bioneers to design the Forum
programming and has sat on the Board of Directors to ensure that the program is Native led and
developed.”
Since their inception, Bioneers has been deeply influenced by indigenous thinking and has kept
the indigenous voice central to its mission, believing this is a critical path to restoring social and
ecological balance to Mother Earth, Romero said.
“The Indigeneity program of Bioneers speaks to the elemental connection between people and
place,” said Romero. “Because disconnection from place and cultural erosion are the primary
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conditions leading to severe ecological and social problems, it’s critical that people now reconnect
to place. Beginning at a community level in the San Francisco Bay Area bioregion, the Bioneers
Indigeneity program is initiating a restorative approach to relocalization and reindigenization,
creating a bridge between cultures and teachings and by advancing the ever growing Indigenous
Forum at our annual conference.”
The Indigenous Environmental Network was formed in 1990 when grassroots Indigenous Peoples
and individuals came together to address environmental and economic justice issues. The
organizers coined the term “environmental justice” and today they set up campaigns and direct
actions such as the KXL/Tar Sands campaign. They’ve built the capacity of community and tribes
to address environmental justice issues, developed initiatives to have an impact on policy, and
created alliances among indigenous communities, tribes, inter-tribal and indigenous organizations,
ethnic organizations, faith-based and women’s groups, youth, labor and environmental
organizations, among others.
Bioneers has connected countless innovators such as farmers, educators, scientists and social
justice activists with engaged citizens who make a real difference in creating change in their own
communities and workplaces. Bioneers’ first project in 1990 under its parent foundation, the New
Mexico–based nonprofit Collective Heritage Foundation, was the Native Scholars Program, under
which they worked directly with indigenous farmers to help conserve traditional cultural practices
as well as seed stocks.
The National Bioneers Conference takes place annually in San Rafael, California, during the third
weekend of October. According to the brochure, it offers “wildly diverse landmark programming
brimming with deep knowledge and wisdom, as well as many opportunities to participate and
connect with the Bioneers community of leadership.”
This year’s 24th annual conference opened with a performance by R. Carlos Nakai, the world’s
premiere Native American flutist. Keynote speakers in addition to Goldtooth included the actor and
humanitarian Danny Glover, Aleut and Alaska Native Science Commission member Ilarion (Larry)
Merculieff, Sikkim-born director of the World Wildlife Fund’s Sacred Earth program Dekila
Chungyalpa, acclaimed biologist and author Janine Benyus, the “Story of Stuff” Annie Leonard,
and “Queen of the Forest Canopy” Nalini Nadkarni, along with a host of other brilliant and
innovative thinkers and doers who offered solutions to today’s most challenging issues.
Content from the National Bioneers Conference is recorded and produced in award-winning multimedia presentations. The public radio series The Bioneers: Revolution from the Heart of Nature,
the Bioneers Essentials series airing on Link TV and Free Speech TV, and the Bioneers Indigenous
Forum are just some examples of Bioneers Media products available for personal and formal
education. Below are some of the same sentiments from a previous Bioneers conference.
Source: Indian Country Today

http://www.ienearth.org/bioneers-national-conference-keynote-speaker-tomgoldtooth-articulates-native-vision/
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2016-09

HUGE NEWS from FBI Insiders!!
http://victuruslibertas.com/2016/09/huge-news-from-fbi-insiders/

So, does anyone remember September 10, 2001, when $2.3 Trillion went missing from the
Pentagon… Suddenly, no one remembered that news because the next day… 9/11 happened.
9/10/2001:

https://youtu.be/xU4GdHLUHwU

…and now, another $6 Trillion has gone missing from the Pentagon. An astute VL follower
brought this to our attention and had an excellent question- are we close to another deadly
event, such as 9/11?
VL founder, Jim, has been saying for months that we are going to see another huge event,
perhaps even bigger than 9/11. VL has been speculating this event will take place after Trump
wins the presidency so the elites can blame it on him…
Guess what information we got from our insider today?
“Much of the missing money (and it’s around $6.6 trillion) vanished in CIA hands.”
-FBI Insiders

When VL asked our insider if this speculation had any validity, and if we could be on
the brink of another huge disaster, this was the answer:
“Jim, yes we are. That event happens on Trump’s watch. It’s meant to, at least.
The evil we fight has one name – Cabal.”

Our insiders say that the FBI is literally on the brink of chaos. Many agents now appear ready to
leak information that expose the con job of the botched investigation into Hillary.
We have word that there are senior agents who are now asking for Comey to step down, and
details of the actual investigation are being leaked, along with even more details to Breitbart news
and Sean Hannity in very near future.
There are two men leading this effort to get FBI agents to leak important Clinton information,
according to our insiders. The two are both former assistant directors of the FBI named Jim
Kallstrom and Ron Hosko.
Our insiders give a DIRE WARNING that they are aware that Julian Assange will leak something
HUGE between September 22nd and 25th.
“In conclusion, the FBI is experiencing a crisis never seen in its long history.
They want Lynch prosecuted and Comey removed. Many plan to quit if nothing
is done and you can expect 30% of the FBI to quit if Hillary gets elected !!!!!”
The above quote is straight from our insider. He further says, “Expect huge leaks to
come within the coming weeks.”
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Our FBI insiders have made it very clear that many agents will do their best to make sure Hillary
is not elected.
UPDATE!!!
As of approximately 2 hours after this article went up, Jim Kallstrom gave an interview on Fox
radio.
There are now over 1,000 agents ready to quit FBI if Hillary gets elected. They call it Operation
Stop the Cabal.
These strong and brave FBI agents are going against the Zionists and are now refusing to share
intel with Israel. Now, money - as in a HUGE amount - has been laundered through Israel via
Mossad and ended up in Saudi Arabia, Turkey and, of course, Israel. Netanhayu is very involved
and the FBI knows this. Netanyahu is in cahoots with Soros, according to our insiders. This does
not mean the people of Israel are evil. The Likud party is. Netanyahu is. The FBI knows this plan
is a power move to rule the world and is being actively built via central banks and media.
This plan is called Greater Israel and it’s literally what the true name of the Cabal is. Goals
include:
1. Creating war by Muslims on Christians.
2. Fooling Evangelicals to support Israel, then turn on them
3. Fool Putin into befriending Turkey again and then get NATO to war with Russia.
Israel can stay out of the conflict and pick up the spoils of WW3. The FBI is aware that Netanyahu
and Soros are in on this, as are the Clintons. The FBI also has proof the Clinton Foundation
was used to launder stolen money from Pentagon!
The FBI folks want Soros and Lynch prosecuted as well as the Clintons, and it appears they will
not stand down until that happens. These people are a big part of our Alliance. They deserve our
support!
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